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Discover a japanese experience with this japan travel guide . Today only, get this  bestseller for just

$9.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.Regularly priced at $19,99

Havenâ€™t you always wanted toâ€¦ Get lost in Akihabara's electric town, where you'll find every

tech gadget you can imagine from computers to gaming consoles to vacuum cleaners offered at a

cheap price Visit a maid cafÃ©, where waitresses dressed in maid costumes will treat you as a

master (or mistress) Enjoy Japanese Dishes at an Izakaya in Tokyo! Any type of international trip is

a huge investment â€“ in terms of both time and finances. Live your own adventure with our Japan

Travel Guide! Weâ€™re going to take you throughâ€¦ The exciting and rich history of Japan â€“

Japan has the oldest surviving monarchy! An in-depth guide to Japanese food â€“ they have the

worldâ€™s largest fish market!  The best places to visit in Tokyo â€“ the Haneda Airport is the

worldâ€™s busiest! An overview of the magnificent Mt. Fuji â€“ there were once plans to paint Mt.

Fuji red! Your adventure awaits you! . With the Japan Travel Guide, youâ€™ll be equipped with

everything you need to have an unforgettable trip.! Get your copy today and be a true explorer!
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I've always been fact aged withe the Japanese culture and history and this book fulfilled my

cravings. The description of Japanese cuisine in the last section made me reflect just how different

everything is. I had never known much about Japan until reading this book, and found it fascinating!

If you plan to travel to Japan, you should read this. It gives an excellent glimpse the country and



what to expect as a tourist there. Even if Japan isn't in your travel wish list, it's a great read,

nevertheless! I did receive this book at a discount for my review even though it's free to everyone.

Japan has always been on my list of places to visit and it still is. I will go there for sure, and

whenever I come acrossbooks on Japan that look authentic - which I mean were written by an

'insider' - I tend to read them to learn more aboutthat unusual, and interesting country.And this book

definitely delivers when it comes to seeing Japan through the eyes of a Japanese person who has

beena part of the culture all of her life, but also is aware of what's important to share with

westerners, and how different Westerncultures are from the Japanese culture.That awareness is all

too evident throughout the book. The author points out the many ingrained local customs which

arevastly different from the ones accepted in Westerns societies. Aspects of individualism in the

west are not as pronouncedin Japan and that leads to different behavior at a personal level. Eating

habits, modes of conduct, personal space, andfashions of communications are apparently very

different in Japan and the book offers a very detailed tour of all of those.Apart form the interesting

sections on the Culture and the History of Japan, the 3rd part of the book covers in exceptional

detailsall the Touristic places one should consider with a wealth of information about each, where

again, very specific points are stressedregarding what's acceptable and what attitudes or behaviors

to try and avoid. Those truly seem to me only details that a localwould know about.It's a fascinating

and exciting country to visit no doubt.I would have liked to see maps indicating where the points of

interest are. I felt those were missing for me. Otherwise the book is highlydetailed and interesting to

read.A couple of Japanese related stories from US friends of mine:I have an American friend who

taught English in Japan and ended up marrying a girl who came back to the US with him. He

confidedin me a couple of years later on how unusual he found her to be over time. Apparently, the

gap between the personality you developgrowing up as a Japanese to that of an American is really

huge.On a daily basis it turned out to be too big to overcome and they realized2 years into the

marriage that they are way too incompatible to maintain life together.Another friend of mine moved

to Japan when he was 25 and was there for 5 years working in the finance sector. The stories he

told meabout the culture and the tiny living spaces and so much more, resonate throughout this

book. Japan IS a hugely different experiencefor Westerners that we realize. - Even after 5 years

there, he felt a stranger and found the place too odd for him. He loved the experiencebut returned

back to the US 15 years ago to where he again felt 'at home'.

Amazing. Next month will be my second trip to Japan and let me tell you. I wish I had this book



before my first trip. This travel guide has EVERYTHING. I'm currently taking a break from figuring

out my itinerary. I do know that thanks to this book I will be visiting the KitKat Chocolatory as well as

all the Anime/Toy/Game stores listed.If you're a visual person, the pictures contained in this book

alone are worth the cost. By just looking at the photos you can instantly make the decision if it's

worth your time, spoiler alert, everything in this book is worth the time!

Going to Japan? You can visit the popular routes and be a henna gaijin, or learn a lot about the

hidden gems that locals would frequent. Tons of great history in this book. It goes well beyond the

usual guide books. You will learn about the only-found-in-Japan cultural phenomenons and the rich

history of their origin. Get ready to immerse yourself into all things Japanese. The author is

Japanese and it goes really deep into Japanese culture and the reasons behind the unique

Japanese lifestyle and philosophy. Nice side notes that explain the things behind the things.

This is a very cool book. I always wanted to travel to Japan but after reading this book I must visit

there. This book is not just talk about Japanese culture but it also gives great tips what to do over

there, I really liked it even provides address and phone numbers of the best place to go eat and

visit.I recommend this book who would like to learn Japanese history and culture.

I've been a fan of Japan's historical monuments as well as its wonderful culture since I was a kid.

Awesome guide for everyone interested in Japanese history, culture and food traditions. Very well

detailed travel guide of things to do in Japan, and everything a tourist must know to maximize their

experience during the travel. I recommend this book!

Japan is one of the best destination for travelers. I plan on visiting Japan this summer and wanted a

detailed and capturing guide that will prepare me for my travels. This book contains details about

the history of japan , the cities in japan , its nightlife and entertainment. A good and well-detailed

information!

This was a great book to read and discover more about Japan. I'm planning to go on a trip to Japan

and this book tought me so much about a wonderful country. I recommend it to everyone it's a great

book.
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